
Regarding traffic restrictions 

Expressways and some general roads in Osaka will be closed due to the G20 Osaka Summit. 

Sorry for the inconvenience but we ask for your understanding and cooperation concerning these 

traffic restrictions in order to alleviate traffic congestion. 

 

Details concerning traffic restrictions   As of June 6 

Expressways  

Date and time of restrictions: 

Four-day period from June 27 (Thu) to 30 (Sun) from early morning until late each day (the actual 

time will vary depending on the road). 

 

Restricted roads  

◆  June 27 (Thu) 

Some roads, including the Hanshin Loop Expressway, and inbound lanes on the Wangan Line will 

be closed from early morning until late at night, at the latest. 

◆ June 28 (Fri) 

Some roads, including the Hanshin Loop Expressway, will be closed from early morning until late. 

Inbound lanes on the Wangan Line will be closed from early morning until noon. 

◆ June 29 (Sat) 

Some roads, including the Hanshin Loop Expressway, will be closed from early morning until late. 

Outbound lanes on the Wangan Line will be closed from early morning until late. 

◆ June 30 (Sun) 

Some roads, including the Hanshin Loop Expressway, and inbound lanes on the Wangan Line will 

be closed from early morning until late. 

 

Notice: Other expressways which are not mentioned the above may be restricted depending on the 

situation. 

 

Sky Gate Bridge R 

June 27 (Thu) and 28 (Fri)  

 

 

 



（１） When the VIPs travel to Osaka City from the airport, the road from the airport toward Rinku 
will be closed. During these restrictions, vehicles heading for Rinku will not be allowed to 

pass. 

（２） Vehicles heading towards the airport will, in principle, be allowed through but Kanku Island 
may experience traffic congestion as vehicles will not be allowed to leave the island. If 

congestion is predicted, entry to the island may be restricted. 

 

June 29 (Sat) and 30 (Sun) 

 

（３） When the VIPs are on their way to Kansai International Airport, the road from Rinku towards 
the airport will be closed. During these restrictions, vehicles heading for the airport will not 

be allowed to pass until the restrictions have been lifted.  

 

General roads 

Date of Restrictions  

About 4 days, from around June 27 (Thu) to 30 (Sun) 

 

Location of Restrictions  

9 areas (around the G20 venue and VIP hotels, excluding around the airport) will be subject to 

restrictions 

 

Affected areas 

･･･ ･･･Areas where there will be detours  

We kindly ask drivers to avoid going through these areas and take an alternative route, 

except those who live, work, or have a delivery bound for somewhere within the area. 

 

･･･Areas where there will be frequent traffic restrictions  

These areas will have frequent traffic restrictions due to the movement of important 

persons. 

We kindly ask that drivers, including those who live and making a delivery in these areas, 

wait until the end of the restrictions before using these roads. 

   ･･･Detour 

Please make sure to follow the directions of the police officers. 



Area map（detour map）(PDF:1.9MB) 

Around Osaka Station (PDF:494.8KB) 

Around Nakanoshima (PDF:509.9KB) 

Around Tenma (PDF:468.4KB) 

Around Osaka Castle (PDF:463.5KB) 

Around Honmachi (PDF:503.5KB) 

Around Uehonmachi (PDF:505.1KB) 

Around Nanba (PDF:528.1KB) 

Around Tennoji (PDF:520.7KB) 

Around Nanko (PDF:530.5KB) 




Area Map（Detour Map） 
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Around Osaka St.
Around Tenma


Around Nakanoshima


Around Osaka Castle


Around Honmachi


Around Uehonmachi


Around Nanba


Around Nanko


Around Tennoji
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Traffic will be restricted in and around the following areas 


from around June 27 (Thu) to 30 (Sun) because of the G20 Osaka Summit.


We kindly ask for your understanding and cooperation during this time.


 


 


 
Areas where there will be 
vehicle detours 


Oyodonaka 1


 
 


 


Deiribashi 


 


 


 


 


 


  


Sagisu 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 Osaka
Prefectural Police 


North of Oyodo 
Junior High School


In front of Oyodo 
Minami Police Box


Josyobashi


Fukushima
Nishidori 


 


In front of 
Saiseikai Hospital


Shibata


Shibata1


Sakurabashi


Nakatsu


In front of 
Hanshin 


Sakurabashi
Nishi 


Shin Deiribashi 
HIgashi


Umeda Shinmichi


Amidaikesuji


Osaka Station


Naniwasuji
Route 2


Shin 


Midosuji 


Around 
Osaka Station


※ Traffic congestion is expected in the above areas, so we ask that people (excluding those such as residents etc.) 
   refrain from driving in these areas.


Notice concerning traffic restrictions


Areas where there will 
be frequent traffic
restrictions


Detour
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Awaza 1 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


Notice concerning traffic restrictions
Around 
Nakanoshima


Traffic will be restricted in and around the following areas 


from around June 27 (Thu) to 30 (Sun) because of the G20 Osaka Summit. 


We kindly ask for your understanding and cooperation during this time.


Dojima 3


Kamitenjin Minami


Tamaebashi Kitazume


Dojimaohashi Minamizume


Tosaboribashi Kitazume


Tosabori 3


In front of Edobori Post Office 


Edobori 1


Oebashi Minamizume


Shinanobashi


Yodoyabashi


Shin Naniwasuji


Chuo Odori


Naniwasuji


Yotsubashisuji
Midosuji


Areas where there will be 
vehicle detours


Areas where 
there will be frequent 
traffic restrictions


Detour


※Traffic congestion is expected in the above areas, so we ask that people (excluding
　those such as residents etc.) to refrain from driving in these areas.


Osaka 
Prefectural Police
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　Osaka Prefectural Police 


Around Tenma


Southeast of Pulala Tenma


North of Environment Business Bureau


Hinoguchicho


West of 
Genpachibashi Nishizume


In front of 
Ogimachi General High School


Genpachibashi 
Higashizume


Higashitenma


Sakuranomiyabashi 
Higashizume


Miyakojimadori


Tenjinbashisuji


Route 1


Tenmabashisuji


Detour


Notice concerning traffic restrictions


Traffic will be restricted in and around the following areas from aruond June 27 (Thu) 
to 30 (Sun) because of the G20 Osaka Summit. We kindly ask for your understanding and c
ooperation during this time.


Areas where there will be 
vehicle detours


Areas where traffic there will be 
frequent traffic restrictions


The area where traffic 
congestion is expected


※ Traffic congestion is expected in the above areas, so we ask that people (excluding those, such as residents etc.) refrain from driving in these areas. 
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Around Osaka Castle


Sakuranomiyabashi 
Higashizume


Neyagawabashi 
Higashizume


Otemae


Tanimachi 2


Tanimachi 3


Tanimachi 4


Uemachi


Higashinodamachi


In front of Ecchu Park


Shiginobashi


Shigino Nishi 2


In front of 
Morinomiya Public Apartment


South of 
Morinomiya Station


Tanimachisuji


Route 1


Osaka Castle


Chuo Odori


Areas where there will be 


vehicle detours 
Detour


Osaka Prefectural Police


Notice concerning traffic restrictions


Traffic will be restricted in and around the following are
as from aruond June 27 (Thu) to 30 (Sun) because of the G2
0 Osaka Summit. We kindly ask for your understanding and c
ooperation during this time.


Areas where traffic there will be 
frequent traffic restrictions


※ Traffic congestion is expected in the above areas, so we ask that people (excluding those, such as residents etc.) refrain from driving in these areas. 
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 Osaka Prefectural Police


 


 
 


 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
  


 


 


 


Around 
Honmachi


Honmachi 3


Koraibashi
 Nishizume


Hiranobashi 
Nishizume


Otebashi Nish
izume


Senba Chuo 


　Nagahoribashi


Tenjinbashi


Shimamachi 2


Otedori 2


Uchihonmachi 2
Tanimachi 3


Midosuji Sakaisuji Matsuyamachisuji


Honmachidori


Detour


derstanding and cooperation.


Chuo Odori


　１


Yoshiyabashi


Notice concerning traffic restrictions


Traffic will be restricted in and around the following areas 
from aruond June 27 (Thu) to 30 (Sun) because of the G20 Osak
a Summit. We kindly ask for your understanding and cooperatio
n during this time.


Areas where there will be 
vehicle detours


Areas where traffic there will be 
frequent traffic restrictions


※ Traffic congestion is expected in the above areas, so we ask that people 
(excluding those, such as residents etc.) refrain from driving in these areas
.
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Around Uehonmachi


Nipponbashi 1
Kozu 2


Kozu 3


Matsuyamachi


North of Shitaderamachi 


Taniku Underpass


Taniku Underpass


Uehonmachi 5


Obasecho


North of Uehonmachi 7


Uehonmachi 7


Detour


Osaka Prefectural Police


TanimachisujiSakaisuji Matsuyamachisuji Uemachisuji


Sennichimaedori


Nagahoridori


Traffic will be restricted in and around the following areas 
from aruond June 27 (Thu) to 30 (Sun) because of the G20 Osak
a Summit. We kindly ask for your understanding and cooperatio
n during this time.


Notice concerning traffic restrictions


Areas where there will be 
vehicle detours


Areas where traffic there will be
frequent traffic restrictions


※ Traffic congestion is expected in the above areas, so we ask that people (excluding those, 
such as residents etc.) refrain from driving in these areas.
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Around Nanba


Nanbanaka


East of Naniwa-ku Office


Shikitsu Higashi 2


West Exit of Nanba


Nanbanaka 2


North of Nipponbashi 
Junior High School


East of Sekiyacho Park


East of Hirota Shrine


Ebisucho Entrance


Route 26


Detour


 


Osaka Prefectural Police


Midosuji Sakaisuji


Sennichimaedori


Nankainanba
 Station


In front of 
Imamiyaebisu Station


Notice concerning traffic restrictions


Traffic will be restricted in and around the following areas 
from aruond June 27 (Thu) to 30 (Sun) because of the G20 Osak
a Summit. We kindly ask for your understanding and cooperatio
n during this time.


Areas where there will be 
vehicle detours


Areas where traffic there will be 
frequent traffic restrictions


※ Traffic congestion is expected in the above areas, so we ask that people (excluding those, such as residents etc.) refrain from driving in these areas. 
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Osaka Prefectural Police


Around Tennoji


South of Tennoji Zoo


Taishi


Sanno


Kanazuka No. 1


Kanazuka No. 2


In front of 
Shitenno-ji Temple


South of Shitenno-ji Temple


In front of Tennoji Station


Kintetus Minami


Abeno


Minamikawahori


In front of Attached 
Tennoji Elementary School


Tanimachisuji


Uemachisuji


Tenno-ji Station


Route 25


Detour


d cooperation


Abenosuji


Abikosuji


Notice concerning traffic restrictions


Traffic will be restricted in and around the following areas from aruond June 27 
(Thu) to 30 (Sun) because of the G20 Osaka Summit. We kindly ask for your underst
anding and cooperation during this time.


Areas where there will be 
vehicle detours


Areas where traffic there will be 
frequent traffic restrictions


※ Traffic congestion is expected in the above areas, so we ask that people (excluding those, such as residents etc.) refrain from driving in these areas. 
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Around Nanko


North of Osaka Prefectural Government
Sakishima Building In front of ACT


Nankonaka 5


In front of International Ferry Terminal


Nankohigashi 8


Nankohigashi 9


North of Nankohigashi 7


Nanko Ohashi Kitazume


 
In front of Nanko Customｓ


North of 
Nankohigashi 6 


Nankohigashi 5


Yumesaki Tunnel


Osaka Port Sakishima Tunnel


Intex Osaka


Nanko Ohashi


Considerable traffic congestion is expected in 
Sakishima due to traffic restrictions and inspections.


Detour


Osaka Prefectural Police


Notice concerning traffic restrictions


Traffic will be restricted in and around the following are
as from aruond June 27 (Thu) to 30 (Sun) because of the G2
0 Osaka Summit. We kindly ask for your understanding and c
ooperation during this time.


Areas where there will be
vehicle detours


Areas where traffic there will be
frequent traffic restrictions


※ Traffic congestion is expected in the above areas, so we ask that people (excluding those, such as residents etc.) refrain from driving in these areas.
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